
Circular construction,
with rubber

CONSTRUCTION

Recycled rubber is circular and it can be used to dampen sound  

and absorb shocks and vibrations. It is also non-slip, has good  

drainage properties and boasts a particularly long life. These are all 

reasons that make Granuflex products eminently suited to meet the 
demanding requirements of the construction industry. Moreover,  

our rubber tiles, mats and rolls are also impervious to the effects  

of moisture, sunlight and frost, making them well-suited to both  

indoor and outdoor use.



Tile with an open structure to give optimal 
drainage. Can be used on roofs/balconies  
in areas away from the coast. Without  
pin/hole connection.

Tile with a more open structure to give 
optimal drainage. With pin/hole connection 
for easy installation.

Tile supports are typically used to protect 
the bituminous layer on roof terraces/
gardens and flat roofs. They are the perfect 
solution for supporting stone or concrete 
tiles. Packaged per 144 pieces.

Tile with an open structure to give optimal 
drainage. Can be used on roofs/balconies  
in areas away from the coast. Without  
pin/hole connection

Tile with a more open structure to give 
optimal drainage. With pin/hole connection 
for easy installation. 

A mat that is used to control drainage and 
is available in both horizontal and vertical 
configurations. Equipped with a handy 
interlocking system and geo-textile layer.

Tile with an open structure to give  
optimal drainage. Can be used on roofs in 
coastal areas. Without pin/hole connection.

Tile with a long-fibred artificial grass top 
layer. Without pin/hole connection. Its  
high quality artificial grass lends it a very 
natural appearance.

500x500MM | 1,000x1,000MM
222ZWA030AA050XX 

500x500MM
222ZWA030M3050XX 

100x100MM
(Andere maten verkrijgbaar op aanvraag)
228ZWA010AA100GR 

500x500MM | 1,000x1,000MM
222ZWA040AA050XX

500x250MM
222ZWA030M3S25XX

20,000x1,200MM
230ZWA009HD120XX

1,000x1,000MM
222ZWA080AA100XX

500x500MM
230KGR030B4050ET

ROOF/TERRACE TILE 30MM

ROOF/TERRACE TILE 
PIN/HOLE 30MM

TILE SUPPORT 10MM

ROOF/TERRACE TILE 40MM

HALF ROOF/TERRACE TILE 
PIN/HOLE 30MM

OPTI-DRAIN DRAINAGE MAT

ROOF/TERRACE TILE 80MM

ARTIFICIAL GRASS TERRACE TILE 
NATURAL LOOK 50MM

WIND LOAD
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CHARACTERISTICS COLOURS GUARANTEE

CERTIFICATION

YEARS

BLACK GREY GREEN RED

FIRE CLASSIFICATION EN 13501


